Marson Blind Rivets

®

Versatile, strong, easy to install.
With nine specialty rivets and three distinct head styles,

Benefits of Marson blind rivets include high grip strength with

the Marson line of blind rivets accommodates almost any

no surface distortion or marred surfaces, low-profile heads, high

application where rivets are used to join two or more pieces of

shear and tensile strength, corrosion resistance, and resistance

material of varying thicknesses.

to tampering and vibration.

Available in a wide array of materials and grip ranges, Marson

In addition, Alcoa Fastening Systems can paint colors to match,

blind rivets are the fastener of choice for a broad range of

as well as anodize or plate to your specifications. Strength.

general consumer and industrial applications. Products include

Performance. Variety of styles and grip ranges. All reasons why

standard open-end rivets, as well as specialty rivets, including

Marson is one of the most recognized and trusted brand names

closed-end, multi-grip and plastic rivets.

in fasteners, worldwide.

Rivet Installation Tooling

Head Styles

Marson provides professional-grade rivet installation tooling, both manual
and pneumatic models. Each is designed for maximum ease of use, high
performance, and reliability.

Buttonhead

Large Flange

MP-3V/M39045

Countersunk

BT-1

Marson Rivets are available in a variety
of headstyles, each engineered to
work in specific applications.

HP-2®/M39000
Big Daddy II
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Types

Open End

Sizes

3⁄32" to 1⁄4"

For blind fastening where there is no
access to opposite side of work.

Materials

Steel/steel, Aluminum/aluminum,
Aluminum/steel, Stainless/stainless,
Stainless/steel, Copper/brass, Copper/steel

Closed End

Sizes

1⁄8", 1⁄4"

Moisture-resistant due to closed end,
greater shear and tensile strength.

Materials

Aluminum/steel, Aluminum/aluminum,
Stainless/stainless

Multi-Grip

Sizes

1⁄8", 3⁄16"

Extended grip range capacity, reduces
inventory (fewer sizes required).

Materials

Aluminum/steel, Steel/steel

Sizes

3⁄16"

Materials

Steel/steel

Tri-Bulb

Sizes

5⁄32", 3⁄16"

Large footprint on blind side, great
for soft or brittle materials.

Materials

Aluminum/aluminum

Q-Lok
Retained mandrel increases shear
and tensile strength, use in high
vibration applications.

T-Rivets

Sizes

1⁄4"

High clamp up, high shear strength,
creates a wide bearing surface.

Materials

Aluminum/steel

Special Application
Small flange rivet used primarily for
fastening decorative materials on boats,
automobiles & other motor vehicles.

Klik-Lock

Sizes

Hole-filling fastener with excellent gap pull-out.
Materials
Solid circle lock creates internal lock during
installation that virtually eliminates pin pushout.

Sizes

1/8"

Materials

Stainless/steel,
Aluminum/aluminum

3⁄16", 1⁄4"
Steel/steel, Aluminum/aluminum,
Stainless/stainless

Plastic
Secure lock prevents pull-out, fasten
plastic to plastic, plastic to metal or
plastic to fiberglass.

Sizes

5mm - 8mm

Materials

Nylon body, Delrin 500 Mandrel
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